Wild - Creations

Wands, Staffs & other products crafted from
Australian coastal Tea-Tree.
The wood texture of Coastal Tea Tree shows an amazing
array of twists, dimples and crevices that appear to come
straight from ‘Lord of the Rings’.

Wild - Creations
All pieces are made from the dead wood of
Tea Tree branches and sticks

Features: Some of the individual features of each wand may not
show up in the photographs, hence we have offered descriptions.
Some pieces have 'crystal windows’. These are windows in the
wood through which one can see the base of the crystal used.
Other unusual features may exist such as wood borer patterns
(generally a sine wave pattern), and patterns of colours left by any
fine layers of residual bark.
Unless otherwise described the natural form of the crystal is
presumed. Where crystals have been polished we have used the
term 'polished', 'semi-polished' or 'tumbled', for example.
Finishes: Many pieces are finished with Bees Wax. Others with
Linseed Oil or other natural oils. Sometimes no finish is applied as
the odd piece may be best appreciated in its natural state. However natural oils/waxes can be applied to the wood at any time for
protection or maintenance.
All pieces are crafted with loving attention and care.
They are also strong & sturdy.
Uniqueness: Each item is unique and a small certificate of
ownership accompanies each purchase.
Crystals: may come from various places in the world. The maker
has over 25 years experience in dealing with crystals.
Sales: If any pieces are already sold but you are interested in
something similar, let us know.

Staffs
Amethyst Staff
Item # S013 $375
Height: 1.42 metres
Average Width: 13 cm
Terminations: Twin terminated
Amethyst Point(s) at top end of
staff.
Finish: No Finish has been
applied to this piece (however one
may apply natural oils at anytime for long term maintenance)
Features: The Amethyst point is actually a twin. Also two crystal windows/
openings show the base of the crystal. There are literally dozens of crevices
and dimples in this piece of all shapes and sizes, creating a texture like a
flowing river up the entire length. A distinct bend in the staff appears near the
top end, which is actually very nicely placed for gripping the staff when standing
upright.

Clear Quartz Staff
Item # S014 $430
Height:1.46 metres
Average Width: 14 cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
Finish: No Finish has been
applied to this piece (however one
may apply natural oils at anytime
for long term maintenance)
Features: The top end features a beautifully shaped clear quartz point that is,
in full length, 17cm long. Generally light coloured wood, textured with an array
of dimples and crevices along the entire length. This staff has a slight curve
around the middle and has very smooth and flowing feel.

Wands
Clear Quartz
& Garnet Wand
Item # W001 $44
Length: 25cm
Average Width: 2.75 cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz point
& semi polished Garnet
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: Body of wand is also adorned with one Dog Tooth Amethyst and a
number of tiny tumbled Rose Quartz's.

Lumerian Seeded
Quartz & Citrine
Item # W002 SOLD
Length: 29cm
Average Width: 2.5 cm
Terminations: Lumerian Seeded
Quartz & Polished Natural Citrine
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: Lovely Clear Seeded Quartz Point including crystal window at the
base. The Citrine is a polished point (natural colour). Slight curve in the wood.
The twists & dimples have a 'flowing' feel. Great colourings.

Lemurian Seeded
Quartz & Ametrine
Item # W003 $79
Length: 34cm
Average Width: 3cm
Terminations: Lemurian Seeded
Quartz Point & Tumbled Ametrine
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: Exhibits a 1.5 cm crystal window at the LS Quartz end. Full length of
LS Quartz Point is 8.5 cm. Lovely Ametrine tumbled at other end (with tiny
crystal window). Wood has exquisite curve, almost like a twist.

Selenite & Rose
Quartz Wand
Item

# W004 $73

Length: 43cm
Average Width: 3.5cm
Terminations: Polished Selenite &
Tumbled Rose Quartz
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: One of our longest wands. Long polished Selenite piece at one end.
Multi-coloured wood.

Clear Quartz &
Smoky Quartz Wand
Item # W005 $67
Length: 33cm
Average Width: 2.75cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Polished Smoky Quartz Piece.
Finish: No finish has been applied
to this piece (however one may apply natural oils at anytime for maintenance).
Features: Nicely shaped 6 cm Clear Quartz at one end and a glossy looking
clear smoky polished piece with small crystal window at its end. This wand has
wonderful markings and colourings including an obvious stretch of borer marks.
It is relatively long and thin.

Clear Quartz &
Kyanite Blade Wand
Item # W006 SOLD
Length: 32cm
Average Width: 3cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Kyanite Blade.
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: Superbly shaped Kyanite blade for a wand. This wand is, over its
length, very straight (relative to others listed), but does show the usual twists &
dimples along its length.

Clear Quartz
& Amethyst Wand
Item # W007 SOLD
Length: 29cm
Average Width: 2.5cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Tumbled High Grade Amethyst.
Finish: No Finish has been
applied to this piece (however one may apply natural oils at anytime)
Features: The amethyst piece has been nestled into the base of the wand. This
wand is one of our thinnest, but has a higher degree of interesting markings,
bumps and colours.

Tibetan Quartz &
Blue Lace Agate
Wand
Item # W008 $57
Length: 27cm
Average Width: 3.5cm
Terminations: Tibetan Quartz
Point & Tumbled Blue Lace Agate.
Finish: Bees wax
Features: This wand has a 'chunky' tibetan quartz point at one end. The wood
itself is darker in colour than other wands - showing dark to very dark browns.

Kyanite & Amethyst
Wand
Item # W009 SOLD
Length: 30cm
Average Width: 4cm
Terminations: Kyanite Blade &
Tumbled Amethyst
Finish: Bees wax
Features: One of our thicker wands and sits well in the hand. Long (8.5cm),
thick, well proportioned Kyanite Blade at one end with an open window at the
base. One side of the wand is darkish brown and the other is lighter.

Tibetan Quartz
& Tiger Eye Wand
Item # W010 $88
Length: 35cm
Average Width: 3.5cm
Terminations: Double Terminated
Tibetan Quartz & Tumbled Tiger
Eye
Finish: Bees wax
Features: This wand has a few unique features: One is the Double Terminated
Tibetan Quartz at one end. It is a whopping 12 cm long and includes phantoms
as well as the usual black inclusions that define Tibetan Quartz. The Tiger Eye
sits perfectly at the other end with a crystal window. Beneath the Tiger Eye are
tiny rose quartz pieces that one can just glimpse through the window and also
one can hear them slightly rattle. This wood is quite dark on one side and one
third of the way up the wand a dog tooth amethyst piece.

Golden Healer
Lemurian & Black
Tourmaline in Quartz
Wand
Item # W011 SOLD
Length: 28cm
Average Width: 2.5cm
Terminations: Golden Healer Lemurian Quartz & Tumbled Black Tourmaline in
Quartz
Finish: Bees wax
Features: A small, light wand with abundant dimples and mild curve. Has a
Golden Lemurian Quartz at one end with a crystal window. Golden Healers
have a soft, pink-orange hue. At the other end is nicely shaped tumbled quartz
piece with a number of obvious black tourmaline streaks, as well as an very
clear and perfect crystal window.

Chevron Amethyst
Chunky Wand
Item # W012 $89
Length: 43cm
Average Width: 7cm
Terminations: Large chunk of
Chevron Amethyst at one end only
(a crystal at the other end perhaps
can be organised upon request).
Finish: No Finish has been applied to this piece (however one may apply
natural oils at anytime for long term maintenance)
Features: The feature of this wand has to be its 'chunkiness'. It is very thick.
The Chevron Amethyst piece appears to be perfectly made for the job at the
end. Two open crystal windows clearly show the crystal entering into the wood.
The wood is generally light coloured and has some very deep, interesting
crevices & dimples. This is 'wow' piece, and goes beyond day to day use as a
healing wand - perhaps can be a show piece as well or used in rituals etc.
Upon request we may be able to organise a crystal at the other end.

Clear Quartz Point &
Elestial Quartz Wand
Item # W015 SOLD
Length: 49cm
Average Width: 4.5cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Elestial Quartz with additional
crystals (see features below)
Finish: No Finish
Features: A very long wand just under half a metre in length. Sizable Clear
Point (9.5 cm) at one end and an exquisite double terminated Elestial Quartz at
the other end. The CQ end also has small tumbled Ametrine piece nestled in a
crystal window. The Elestial end has a peice in Imperial Topaz nestled in a
crevice.

Clear Quartz Point &
Amethyst Point
Wand
Item # W016 $85
Length: 33cm
Average Width: 5cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Amethyst Point
Finish: No Finish
Features: Sturdy, solid wand with thick Clear Quartz Point at one end with a
crystal window and a beautiful symmetrical Amethyst Point at the other end,
including a small crystal gateway. Also has a borer wave running the entire
length of the wand.

Clear Quartz Point &
Amulet Stone Wand
Item # W017 $144
Length: 38cm
Average Width: 5cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Amulet Stone with additional
crystals (see features below)
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: A long sturdy wand, with many unusual features: Excellent clear 9.5
cm Clear Quartz Point at one end and a polished Amulet Stone crystal (Australian) at the other end. At the clear quartz end there is a crystal gateway and a
triad of dog tooth amethyst crystals adorning the quartz point near its base.
Near this end there is also a piece of polished Kyanite set in a crevice and
around the back is a crystal cave with pieces of small tumbled Amethyst and
Rose Quartz. At the other end the Amulet Stone is set in place by ‘claws’ of
wood (2 crystal windows & 2 crystal gateways) that have naturally formed as a
result of making the hole for this crystal. Beneath the amulet stone, inside the
wand, is a Amethyst Point projecting upwards or (downwards) towards the
base of the amulet stone piece. All in all an exquisite, interesting piece.

Tibetan Quartz &
Fluorite Wand
Item # W018 SOLD
Length: 23cm
Average Width: 2.5cm
Terminations: Tibetan Quartz &
Fluorite
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: Small wand with a polished Tibetan Quartz point at one end, which
contains some recognisable grey phantoms. At the other end is a piece of
tumbled Fluorite with a small piece of tumbled Rose Quartz nestled at its base.
The wood has some darkish patches on it. A lovely small wand.

Clear Quartz &
Lithium Quartz Wand
Item # W019 SOLD
Length: 44cm
Average Width: 4.5cm
Terminations: Clear Quartz Point
& Tumbled Lithium Quartz
Finish: Bees Wax
Features: A long wand with a long Clear Quartz Point (full length 10cm) at one
end with a small crystal gateway. At the other end is a tumbled piece of Lithium
Quartz showing the typical lilac colour within. There is a also a small crystal
gateway and close by a piece of tumbled Citrine nestled in a crevice. A noticeable feature of this wand is the small pieces of tumbled citrine, rose quartz and
amethyst nestled in crevices along the entire length of the wand. The wood
shows a varied colours and markings, adding to an already remarkable piece.

Smoky Lemurian and
Amethyst Wand
Item # W020 SOLD
Length: 25cm
Average Width: 33cm
Terminations: Smoky Lemurian
Laser & Tumbled Amethyst
Finish: No Finish has been
applied to this piece (however one
may apply natural oils at any time for long term maintenance)
Features: Small wand with a sharp Smoky Lemurian Laser at one end including a tiny crystal gateway. At the other end is a tumbled amethyst piece. A
feature of this wand is that below base of the smoky quartz there is a crystal
window with a perfectly placed tumbled Rose Quartz inside. The piece is not
set firm and rattles as it moves and also can turn around inside the wood.

For better viewing and more photos go to:
http://www.kinesiologyshop.com/eqop5.htm

Contact:

Equilibrium:

03 9578 1229
equilibrium@lexicon.net

